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Fins and scales: do they represent something hidden in Torah? 
 
"This may you eat of all that is in the waters: everything that has fins and scales, you may eat. But 
anything that has no fins and scales, you may not eat.” 
 
The Talmud states: “All [fish] that have scales also have fins [and are thus kosher]; but there are 
[fish] that have fins but do not have scales [and are thus non-kosher].” 
 
This raises two questions. 
1. Why are fins and scales the characteristics that distinguish kosher fish? 
2. As the Talmud itself asks, why are fins presented as an identifying sign for kosher fish when they 
are redundant, since scaled fish inevitably have fins as well? 
 
As the armour that protects the body of the fish, SCALES represent the quality of integrity, which 
protects us from the many pitfalls that life presents. 

 Someone of integrity will not deceive anyone, in spite of personal profits involved. 

 Someone of integrity will not lie to anyone, despite the short-term gain from doing so. 

 Someone of integrity will not harm, disgrace or humiliate anybody in the face of tremendous 
temptation of self-righteousness, anger or opinion. 

 
Integrity means that one has absolute standards of right and wrong and is committed to a morality 
that transcends one’s moods and desires. Integrity preserves our souls from human temptation. 
 
The wing-like organs that propel fish forward, FINS, represent ambition. 

 A healthy sense of ambition, knowing one’s strengths and wanting to utilise them in full, 
gives a person the impetus to traverse the turbulent sea of life and to maximize his or her 
potential given by HaShem. 

 It propels us to fulfil our dreams and leave our unique imprint on the world. 
 
Which of these two qualities is more important to cultivate in life—fins or scales? Are the two 
equally significant? 
 
The Talmud teaches that all fish that have scales also have fins, BUT that there are fish that have fins 
but no scales, and that such fish are not kosher. 
 
Symbolically, this means that a human being who possesses ambition but lacks integrity is “not 
kosher.” Such a person may be full of confidence, driven to make an impact on society, yet educating 
ambitious and confident children does not guarantee their moral health. This refers to humans who 
have “fins” but no “scales.” 
 
On the other hand, the Talmud tells us that all fish with scales have fins. While integrity is 
fundamental, ambition is also important. By mentioning fins as one of the signs of a kosher fish, 
the Torah teaches us that it is not enough to maintain our own integrity; we must also have a 
positive effect on the world. The lesson of the Talmud is that if we teach our children to approach 
life with awe before truth, with an unyielding commitment to serve a transcendent, moral HaShem, 
they will certainly succeed and develop “fins” as well. Regardless of their other abilities, they will 
find the drive to improve themselves and to make the world a better place. 
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Message: 
 
Let our ambition propel us forward in the vision of becoming ECHAD with Yehudah as we see it in 
the Prophets (Eze 37:15-24). 
Let us be expecting in soul and spirit to see it fulfilled in our lifetime. Let us be ardent to equip 
ourselves for this task BUT above all let us ensure this task or calling, if you want to call it in your 
heart, is founded on integrity. 
 
Let us ensure that the quality of our integrity towards ourselves as well as Yehudah is based on 
chesed, emunah and emet. 
 
Let us be kosher not only in deed but in spirit as well. 
 
Adapted from an article at https://www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/137607/jewish/Fins-
and-Scales.htm 
 
A similar article is found at https://www.ou.org/torah/parsha/parsha-from-ou/fins-scales-fish-
children-scholars/ and also at http://www.ok.org/article/fins-scales/ 
 
 


